July 9, 2021

“Revive Gaza”, Restoration and rescue project of the agriculture sector in Gaza

Dear members of the Global Campaign to Return to Palestine:
We are all aware of the costly price inflicted upon the Palestinian people as a result of the latest
barbaric Israeli aggression on Gaza. Especially the huge damage to the main infrastructures and
the different sectors providing sources of income, foremost of which is the agricultural sector,
whose damages amounted to about $200 million dollar, in addition to threatening the food security
of hundreds of thousands of people, who are already suffering from a suffocating economic
blockade.
The Arab Group for the Protection of Nature (APN), a fellow member of the Global Campaign to
Return to Palestine (GCRP), had conducted a thorough study along with the institutions that are
concerned with the agricultural sector and livestock in Gaza. As a result, a detailed plan was
drawn up to salvage and restore this major economic sector in order to prevent a humanitarian
disaster against the people of Gaza, and to support their steadfastness in the face of the ongoing
Israeli siege. The plan is titled “Revive Gaza”, Restoration and rescue project of the agriculture
sector in Gaza).
We hope that you will join us at GCRP to support this vital humanitarian project launched by the
APN through the following steps:
1- Extensive participation in the international campaign that will be launched on July 15 to
introduce and promote the “Revive Gaza” project through your different electronic platforms under
#Revive.
2- Organizing exhibitions, seminars as well as field and electronic meetings in your countries to
disseminate information related to the project’s details and objectives.
3- Communicate with charitable personalities, associations specialized in agricultural affairs and
other civil institutions to inform them of the project and motivate them to participate in it.
4- Forming a follow-up committee from the friends of Palestine in your country with various
professions and specialties, such as media experts, artists, writers, religious scholars and others.

Enclosed to this letter you can find the donation link and the link to the illustrative guide to defining
the project, as well as demonstrative materials (posters, promotional video and etc..) to be used
in planning the activities related to the project which we hope will achieve its objectives to the
fullest.
•

The donation link:
https://apnature.org/en/donate-now

•

The demonstrative materials link:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1E9xx0Rb_cKkWu8U783bzwozRKMRWkGy?usp=sharing

With great thanks and appreciation.

The Global Campaign to Return to Palestine.

